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Abstract

The swordfish (Xiphias gladius) is of special economic importance in the Indian Ocean.

At present, the Indian Ocean Tuna Commission (IOTC) considers the swordfish to be a single

panmictic population in the Indian Ocean. Over the last few years, however, several population

studies have contested this tenet, and through the implementation of different approaches, have

provided conflicting results, including emerging evidence that population structuring exists

within this species. Namely, Muths et al (2013) based their examination on the ND2 region of the

mitochondrial locus and failed to identify multiple distinct populations within the Indian Ocean,

while Grewe et al (2020) applied Single Nucleotide Polymorphic loci (SNPs) to highlight two

subpopulations on either side of the equator. These past studies provided ambiguous results
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regarding the structure of this species and consequently, called into question the guidelines for

management to be adopted for the IOTC. In the present study, we have investigated the structure

of the swordfish population in the Indian Ocean using a large number of samples spread over the

Indian Ocean. We used a dataset of 1 990 SNPs loci for 1 694 swordfish from 23 distinct

locations across the Indian Ocean, generating one of the most extensive datasets for the Indian

Ocean swordfish to date. We implemented the Discriminant Analysis of Principal Components

(DAPC) statistical technique, which is advantageous for analyzing overlapping or closely related

groups. Our findings revealed a low genetic differentiation among swordfish in the Indian Ocean,

rather than multiple genetically distinct stocks, further supporting that only one population

should be considered for future stock assessment measures. The analysis shows the impact of

gene under selection on the estimates of genetic differentiations, i.e. a much lower FST value

was found when removing these specific genes.
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Discriminant Analysis of Principal Component
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Introduction

Fish stock assessment is a critical component of fisheries management worldwide and

involves evaluating the abundance and health of fish populations towards developing sound

management for promoting sustainable harvesting measures. The development of accurate stock

assessments relies upon the definition of discrete biological population units which may have

different responses to harvest (Carvalho and Hauser 1994). Fish species can form genetically

structured sub-populations that are differentiated by their behavior and geographical distribution,

which can result in genetic differences which are adaptive (Çiftci and Okumuş, 2002; Reiss et

al., 2009). Consequently, identifying this genetic population structure is an essential prerequisite

for effective and sustainable management of fisheries resources (Reiss et al., 2009). Poor spatial

delimitation of management zones can lead to depletion or even extinction of the most

vulnerable or local sub-populations, resulting in a loss of genetic diversity and reducing the

species ability to recover from the stress of commercial harvesting and adapt in the face of global

change (Carvalho and Hauser 1994; Righi et al. 2020). Over the past decade, the decline of many

fish stocks has been observed as a result of inadequate management measures (Reiss et al., 2009,

Hilborn et al. 2020). This observation is particularly true for large pelagic fish, where population

structuring is defined by low levels of intraspecific heterogeneity due to the absence of

geographical barriers and their high mobility, which facilitates gene flow (Ward, Woodwark &

Skibinski, 1994).

The swordfish (Xiphias gladius) is a highly migratory, mesopelagic, opportunistic

predator, distributed in the temperate and tropical regions of the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian

Oceans, and as well as various seas from 45 °N to 45 °S (Nakamura 1985; Hernandez-Garcia

1995). X. gladius has the largest commercial value among billfish fisheries and is one of the most
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exploited billfish species in the Indian Ocean (23 917 t in 2021, i.e. the second billfish species

after sailfish, 37310 t in 2021; IOTC 2015, Thoya et al. 2022). While not presently defined as

overfished/overexploited, this species is subjected to increasing fishing pressure at the industrial

and semi-industrial scale (IOTC 2022). As such, there is continued interest in a more

comprehensive understanding of this species population dynamics to ensure more robust stock

assessments.

The migratory nature, wide depth distribution and broad temperature tolerance of X.

gladius has made this species the center of multiple studies examining its putative population

structure. Several molecular genetic tools were applied to X. gladius samples primarily to

investigate the existence of discrete stocks in the world’s oceans. One of the earliest studies

examining swordfish was conducted by Grijalva-Chon et al. 1994, who identified one panmictic

population in the North Pacific through the use of restriction fragment length polymorphism

(RFLP) analysis of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). During the same period, the global population

structure of X. gladius was addressed by Bremer et al. 1996 who examined DNA sequence

variation contained in the mtDNA control region of 247 individuals from the Mediterranean sea,

Atlantic and Pacific oceans. Two divergent clades were identified, one in the Pacific and the

other was composed of individuals from the Atlantic and the Mediterranean sea (Bremer et al

1996). Similar results were obtained by Rosel and Block 1996, this time employing a 300 base

pair segment of the 5' end of mtDNA control region. Pujolar et al. 2002 specifically evaluated

the population structure of swordfish in the Mediterranean Sea through allozyme analyses,

finding a lack of temporal or spatial heterogeneity, which supported the hypothesis of a single

population in the Mediterranean Sea and adjacent waters of the Atlantic Ocean. The International

Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT), however, has considered the North
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Atlantic and the Mediterranean swordfish populations as two separate fish stocks and

consequently recommend independent management actions for these two regions (Viñas et al.

2007; ICCAT 2002, 2021). While many studies agreed to establish the Strait of Gibraltar as the

principal region restricting gene flow between the North Atlantic and the Mediterranean, Viñas et

al. 2010 rejected the hypothesis of panmixia in the Mediterranean Sea.

Lu et al. 2006 used the mtDNA control region to screen 175 individuals obtained from

across the Pacific and Indian Oceans, detecting distinct populations in the waters north of

Madagascar and the Bay of Bengal while the rest of the Indian Ocean was considered as a single

population. Later, Muths et al. (2009) concentrated their assessments on the southwest Indian

ocean (the islands of La Réunion, Glorieuses, Seychelles, and southern Madagascar) through the

use of a 517-bp fragment of the mtDNA control region and eleven microsatellite markers in 337

individuals. They recovered a weak differentiation between X. gladius caught from these areas,

suggesting that the southwest Indian Ocean contains a single panmictic population. A follow-up

study by Muths et al. (2013) amplified the mtDNA ND2 gene and as 19 microsatellite markers in

2231 X. gladius samples from 12 sites across the Indian Ocean, as well as from the waters off of

South Africa and Namibia (Atlantic ocean) and the Coral Sea (Pacific Ocean), finding no

evidence of multiple distinct populations within the Indian Ocean. Most recently, Grewe et al.

2020 suggested subtle population structure of swordfish within the Indian Ocean, with at least

two genetically differentiated groups present North and South of the equator, as recognized

through the use of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) markers genotyped. Overall, several

studies confirmed a pattern of gene flow restriction of swordfish to the Atlantic, Pacific and

Indian oceans, as well as a structure between the northern and southern hemisphere through the

use of a variety of genetic approaches; however, there remains contrasting results (Kotoulas et al.
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1995; Bremer et al. 1996; Reeb et al. 2000; Bremer et al. 2007; Smith et al. 2015, Lu et al. 2016,

Grewe et al. 2020). Therefore to date, swordfish are considered to be a single panmictic

population in the Indian Ocean.

In the present study, we clarify population dynamics of this species as a basis for accurate

stock assessments and resolve previous conflicting findings by inspecting whether there is

genetic structuring of X. gladius across the Indian Ocean through the use of powerful assessment

tools. We generated an large dataset of 1 990 Single Nucleotide Polymorphic loci (SNPs) for

large-scale automated detection across the genome and ease of modeling mutational dynamics,

which generally leads to improved estimates of fine scale differences within and among differing

populations when compared to other marker types (Brookes 1999, Morin et al. 2004). Loci are

genotyped in a dataset of 2068 female and male juvenile and adult individuals obtained from 23

locations across the Indian Ocean. We use one analytic approach to inferer the genetic cluster to

each individual: the Discriminant analysis of principal components (Jombart et al. 2010).

Materials and Methods

Sampling design

Samples are selected from the Ifremer IOSSS - ESPADON project (Bourjea et al. 2010).

During the IOSSS project, 3127 X. gladius samples have been collected over 2006-2007,

2009-2012, of which 2359 samples were identified as having enough tissue to enable DNA

extraction, sequencing and genotyping. We selected 2000 samples for genetic analyses, by

prioritizing IOTC area origins, the year of recovery, the individual life stage (i.e. juvenile or

adult), sex and geographic origin within the IOTC area (Figure 1). We narrowed the sample set

to only samples obtained from within the IOTC convention area, with the exception of 40
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samples which were selected from outside of the IOTC convention area (Eastern Australia) to

identify contrast in the data. Next, we selected samples primarily obtained during the years 2009

and 2010, and eventually included samples from the year 2011. They were selected as spread as

possible in the Indian Ocean area. Since we aimed at doing a parallel CKMR study, samples have

also been selected to have a balanced juvenile/adult ratio. A total of 2068 samples were retained

(Fig. 1 and Table 1).

Sample submission and processing

Diversity Arrays Technology (DArT PL) based in Canberra, Australia, was chosen to

perform SNP genotyping of all selected samples through the use of DarTseq (Sansaloni et al.

2011), a proprietary, cost effective procedure for generating high quality SNP loci datasets of

non-model species. DArTseq has previously been used to successfully implement population

studies of other large pelagic fishes such as southern bluefin tuna (Bravington et al. 2017),

Thunnus albacares (Anderson et al. 2019), Atlantic bluefin tuna (McDowell et al. 2022) and

Dipturus batis (Delaval et al. 2023). The DArTSeq workflow was implemented on all 2068

samples selected. Resulting FASTQ files were processed using a proprietary bioinformatic

pipeline, beginning with quality control steps that included filtering poor-quality sequences.

Sequences were then aligned to the X. gladius genome available on the National Center for

Biotechnology Information (NCBI) (accession GCF_016859285.1) to call SNP loci, followed by

additional quality filtering steps. Final reports were produced and contained genotyped samples,

identified SNPs, call rates and co-dominant status for each sample (Supplementary table 2)

(Anderson et al. 2019).
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Computational processing

Data filtering

Data are represented in a table of SNP bases (A, T, C and G) with two states for each

individual at each locus as X. gladius is a diploid organism. It was computationally convenient to

code the data as “0” for the homozygous reference allele, “1” for the homozygous SNP, and “2”

for heterozygotes. The reference allele is often arbitrarily taken to be the most common allele.

“NA” or “-” indicated that the SNP could not be scored. All multivariate analyses were done

using four CRAN packages: dartR (Gruber et al. 2018); adegenet (Jombart et al. 2008);

kinference (Bravington et al., in prep) and gbasics (Bravington et al., in prep)

To import the data into R, a metadata file was created containing information associated

with each individual fish. This file contained an “id” column which listed the sample name of

each individual and a “pop” column which listed the cluster or population to which an individual

belongs. The metadata for each locus were included in the report and an explanation for each

locus metadata is shown in Supplementary table 2. Using the gl.read.dart() function from the

dartR package, the report can be imported into CRAN R with the individual metadata file. SNP

data coded in this way are held in a genlight object that is defined in the R package adegenet. In

general, raw data contains several tens of thousands loci or more; however, not all loci are

informative for population structure analyses. In the present study, it was found that less than

2000 SNPs should be retained. SNPs and individuals are filtered based on the sequencing depth,

the reproducibility, loci call frequency as well as for individuals, minor allele frequency (MAF),

SNPs linkage (linkage disequilibrium) and SNPs under selection. The selection enables us to

obtain a reliable dataset for population structure with only unlinked SNPs. The SNP filtering

method is described in supplemental table 1. Once the genlight object was filtered, it was
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converted into a SPAgeno object with gbasics, which allowed the analyses with kinference. After

these steps, data are again filtered for samples with atypical genotypes, individuals who may

have been contaminated, as well as the deletion of technical replicates, but also those whose

DNA is too degraded. All thresholds used for the different filters are reported in (Supplementary

table 1).

Sequencing data was produced for 2228 individuals, which included 2038 samples and

189 technical replicates (including one sample that was replicated four times instead of twice)

which were successfully processed, meaning that 30 individuals failed sequencing

(Supplementary table 1). During the application of the workflow, eight of these individuals were

identified as matching either a species distinct from X. gladius or interspecific hybrids; these

non-swordfish samples were not analyzed further, which resulted in 2030 true swordfish samples

that underwent downstream analyses. A total of 86,409 binary SNPs were returned for 2030

swordfish sampled from around the Indian Ocean. Then, once all the filters have been applied to

the raw data, it resulted in a dataset with 1 990 SNPs for 1 694 individuals (Supplementary table

1).

Assignment

As swordfish group priors are unknown, the K-means clustering of principal components

was used to identify groups of individuals. The find.clusters() function from adegenet (Jombart

et al. 2008) was then used for the assignment. As advocated in previous studies (Fraley et al.

1998; Lee et al. 2009), Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) was retained to assess the best

supported model, and therefore the number and nature of clusters. Alternatively, to determine if

the sampling location can be a good proxy of the population structure, another dataset was built

assigning the IOSSS code to each fish. The clustering method was performed for two sets of loci
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selections for comparison purposes, i.e including or not the loci under selection.

Discriminant Analysis of Principal Component (DAPC)

We used a Discriminant Analysis of Principal Components (DAPC, Jombart et al. 2010)

on the final data file (report) provided by DArT. DAPC is used for dimensionality reduction and

classification in multivariate data analysis by combining the advantages of Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). DAPC begins with a PCA to reduce

the dimensionality of the data and extract principal components, then LDA is applied to these

principal components to maximize the separation between predefined groups or classes. DAPC is

particularly useful when dealing with complex datasets with overlapping or closely related

groups, such as what has been seen with X. gladius, which allows for effective discrimination

between these groups. In addition to providing insights into the most discriminatory variables,

aiding in classification and prediction tasks, DAPC has been widely applied in various fields for

exploring population structure, identifying important variables, and classifying individuals into

groups based on their multivariate characteristics.

Distance matrix

The fixation index (Fst) was calculated using Nei equations between all the different

sampling sites with hierfstat package.
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Results

The clustering method shows that the population structure is most likely a single

population as the Bayesian Information criteria (BIC) is the lowest for a number of clusters of 1

for the dataset without loci under selection (Fig.2b) whereas the lowest value of BIC is reach for

2 clusters if loci under selection are keeping (Fig. 2a).

The DACP approach shows 3 distinct groups. The first includes only Australian samples fished

on the east coast (SW), used as the out group and considered as Pacific fish. A second group is

made up from samples taken in the northern Indian Ocean, including part of the Indian and Sri

Lankan samples (AA; AC and FA). Finally, the last group with all the remaining samples.

Results between datasets including genes under selection or not are similar with a higher

discrimination for the dataset when selection is not accounted for.

Two Fst matrices were done one for each dataset (with or without using gene under

selection) as for DAPC. The first one (with gene under selection, Fig. 4a) confirmed the

observations made with DAPC (Fig 3a) where the highest Fst value (blue) were observed

between northern samples (AC, AA and FA) with all other samples and the same for Eastern

Australia. However, Fst values are still to be low, the highest one ~ 0.003 is reached between AC

and SW which suggest a gene flow between these clusters.

For the dataset without loci under selection, all pairwise Fst values are very low (< 1e -3),

which seems to confirm the clustering method results (K=1), i.e. very weak population structure.

The highest Fst values are found for the samples between the Northern and North-Eastern Indian

Ocean (named FA-AC), Australia (SW), and the South Eastern Indian Ocean.
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Discussion

Our findings revealed a low genetic differentiation among swordfish populations in the

Indian Ocean. The analysis showed no distinct haplotype clusters, indicating the absence of

multiple genetically distinct stocks (Figure 3). This lack of genetic structuring suggests a high

gene flow among individuals, though a distinction could possibly be made between the

North-Eastern, South-Western and the South-Eastern Indian Ocean sectors. The analysis of the

population structure using a DAPC analysis shows that only one population should be considered

for further stock assessment modeling, including for estimations of abundance through

DNA-based approaches such as Close-Kin Mark-Recapture (CKMR) (Bravington et al. 2016).

While a distinction could be made between the North-Eastern Indian Ocean, South-East

Australia and South-West Indian Ocean, FST values are very low, indicating the near absence of

population structure for this species (Figure 4).

The observed genetic diversity within the different samples suggests that local breeding

and recruitment are not occurring and the population is largely panmictic. This indicates that

swordfish populations in the Indian Ocean are mixed and are not likely influenced by local

factors such as spawning grounds and oceanographic conditions. These results are in agreement

with previous studies which analyzed the population structure of swordfish and found very low

population structure in the Indian Ocean through the use of differing genetic markers (Muths et

al. 2009; Muths et al. 2013) and particularly SNPs (Grewe et al. 2020).

Our results are similarly compared to Grewe et al. 2020, who implemented >15 000 SNP

loci in < 300 individuals from 6 locations across the Indian Ocean. Grewe et al. 2020 found a

subtle population structure of swordfish within the Indian Ocean with at least two genetically
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differentiated groups present north and south of the equator. These results are similar to what we

found in the dataset with genes under selection. For the second dataset which does not include

the gene under selection, the results are distinct with an important reduction of the north-south

differentiation which reflects a single panmictic population.

The identification of distinct genetic stocks has important implications for fisheries

management (Okumuş and Çiftci 2003) and the design of CKMR studies (Trenkel et al. 2022). It

is important to note that while our study incorporates a considerable number of samples spread

across the Indian Ocean, it has certain limitations.
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Tables
Table 1 :

Location IOSSS code Year Number of fish

Australia SW 2008 - 2009 16

Glorieuse Island GL 2006 27

Madagascar

IA 2009 - 2010 122

IB 2009 69

IC 2009 142

ID 2009 58

XA 2009 248

Mayotte
TD 2009 66

TF 2010 82

Mozambique channel TB 2010 27

Reunion Island

IE 2010 57

IF 2010 36

XB 2010 90

XC 2010 108

Seychelles

SA 2010 - 2011 88

SB 2009 71

TE 2011 55

Sri Lanka
FA 2009 - 2010 13

FB 2010 48

South Africa

BB 2009 46

BC 2009 - 2010 35

BE 2009 - 2010 76

Thailande
AA 2010 - 2011 40

AC 2009 - 2010 74
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Figures

Figure 1: Sample location and log proportion of juvenile (orange) vs adult (blue) for each
campaign in the different IOTC areas (NW : North-West ; NE : North East ; SW ; South-West ;
SE : South-East)

Figure 2: Goodness of the fit (Bayesian Information Criteria) for different numbers of
populations from the clustering method. (a) Dataset with loci under selection (b) Dataset without
loci under selection
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Figure 3: Discriminant Analysis of Principal Components (DAPC) for the first 2 axes showing
how genetically close are the different samples, grouped by their sampling areas. 90% of the
PCA eigenvalues and the first 2 discriminant analysis eigenvalues are used. (a) For dataset with
loci under selection (b) without loci under selection.

Figure 4: Pairwise fixation index (FST) between the different sampling areas (a) for dataset with
loci under selection (b) without loci under selection
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Supplementary data

Supplementary table 1

Parameters Threshold Loci filtered Individuals filtered

Total samples submitted : 2068

Total samples submitted : 2068 2068

Technical replicates / / 189

Total sample files remaining / / 2227

Samples not sequenced / / 30

Non-swordfish samples / / 8

Final swordfish samples/files for downstream processing : 2030

Population structure bioinformatic process

Linkage disequilibrium (dartR) >1 41 830 /

Sequencing depth (dartR) Between 20 and 100 25 845 /

Reproducibility (dartR) 0.95 46 /

Call Rate by locus (dartR) 0.99 7 313 /

Call Rate by individual (dartR) 0.95 / 2

Minor Allele Frequency (MAF) (dartR) 0.05 9 332 /

DNA quality and contamination
(kinference)

/ / 327

Delete IOSSS group with not enough
individuals

< 10 fish / 7

Monomorphic loci / 0 /

Under selected loci (outflank) 0.05 53 /

Final dataset for population structure : 1 694 individuals and 1 990 SNPs
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Supplementary table 2

Information Meaning

SNP
Mutational change and its position in the sequence tag referenced from
zero

SNP Position
Position (zero is position 1) in the sequence tag of the defined SNP
variant base

Trimmed Sequence
The sequence containing the SNP or SNPs (the sequence tag) trimmed
of adaptors

Call Rate
Proportion of samples for which the genotype call is nonmissing (that
is not “-”)

OneRatioRef Proportion of samples for which the genotype is 0

OneRatioSNP Proportion of samples for which the genotype is 2

FreqHomRef Proportion of samples homozygous for Reference allele

FreqHomSNP Proportion of samples homozygous for the Alternate (SNP) allele

FreqHets Proportion of samples which score as heterozygous that is scored as 1

PICRef Polymorphism information content (PIC) for the reference allele

PICSnp Polymorphism information content (PIC) for the SNP

AvgPIC
Average of the polymorphism information content (PIC) of the
Reference and SNP alleles

AvgCountRef
Sum of the tag read count for all samples, divided by the number of
samples with non-zero tag read count, for the Reference allele row

AvgCountSnp
Sum of the tag read count for all samples, divided by the number of
samples with non-zero tag read count, for the Alternate (SNP) allele
row

RepAvg
Proportion of technical replicate assay pairs for which the marker score
is consistent
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